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Abstract
For decades many scientists all over the world have been looking for an integral explanation
why natural constants are as they are. They didn’t succeed yet because it seems to be no
option at all to recognize our world as an principally informational one with e.g. a real
existing frame of ordinal numbers and geometrical structures and relations, as many previous
scientists like Archimedes, Pythagoras, Newton and many others certainly did. These are
causing universe determining number sequences. The very important natural constants “lightvelocity”, “gravitation”, “Planck’s elementary quantum of action”, “mass quotient”,
“elementary charge”, the “fine structure constant” and last-but-not-least the “Euler’s number”
can be easily explained by the first four ordinal numbers and only two geometrical relations
they create after very few steps of an two-dimensional, intellectual “experiment of creation”.
Our world is most certainly an integrated whole. And as a result of my here shown
demonstrations and some other aspects I dealt with in several books the current view of our
world should indeed be changed drastically. The materialism, so characteristic of our times,
cannot be the right notion.
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Imagine being the “Creator”, take just a sheet of paper (=two spatial dimensions) and
start drawing, consequently according to the following simple guidelines:
1) The starting point of all is the finite singularity of a circle. It now is supposed to
grow, i.e. increase in size, and also propagate itself, i.e. increase in number, in free adaption
of the biblical motto: “Be fruitful and multiply”.
2) Every new introduction should be unequivocally retraceable to already existing
information whereby every new invention must simultaneously strive for perfection.
With such a little intellectual experiment that only needs some simple geometry we
will be able to achieve a completely widened view of our world.
In the first step the first circle
(C1) expands and creates the second
(C2) which is polar-symmetrical to the
finite singularity. That allows the
creation of a rectangular triangle (RT)
that cuts the (new) second circle on its
circular arch. Thus a new point of
information is given which now
facilitates the creation of the first
larger circle (LC1). The larger circle
cuts the rectangular triangle on a
cathetus and creates the “Golden
Section” (GS), what leads to the first of two important number sequences: 6-1-8 (1,618... or
0,618...).
By means of another intermediate step our
creation proceeds to the second level, the plane. A
third circle (C3) is created. The connecting line
between the three central points M1, M2 and M3
describes an isosceles triangle.
The completion of the initial smallest unit,
the finite point or the smallest circle into
multiplicity is demonstrated by the creation of the
fourth and last circle (C4):

Thereby
a
square
is
created (SQ)
which is a new
geometrical form in multiplicity, developed from a first
finite creation. The square is at the same time a
qualitatively new unit.
While the first unit, the finite point or smallest
circle, is still clearly defined by three "virtual points" or
purely spiritual information points, the new unit in
multiplicity, the square, is clearly defined by four finite
points, the four circles.
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This square (S) is the first new perfection in
multiplicity. It surrounds the basic circle. By dividing
the area of the circle (C) we will get an infinite, i.e.
irrational number with the sequence 2-7-3, what I call
Ω, a symbol for that what I call the “Limit of
feasability”.
The addition of the first four ordinal numbers
that are involved up to this point (four circles create the
square) leads to the number 10. It seems no mere
coincidence that in this world we prefer the decimal
system for calculations. And although the above achieved irrational numbers for Ω and GS are
the results of using the decimal system, they base upon geometrical relations. Other
calculation systems may indeed lead to different numbers, but then equally for all other
applications and models: The ratios would not be different.
By means of a simple geometrical growth and propagation process and by way of two
“transcendental” geometrical ratios (1.618… and 1.273…) we arrive at the very important
number sequences 2-7-3 and 6-1-8.
Both are irrational numbers and thus perhaps an expression of the imperfect
implementation of the spirit in the physical world that often is measured as very slight
fluctuations (e.g. the universe’s mostly isotropic background radiation of 2,73... K). The
number sequence 273 seems to be the constant for the maximum expansion within the bounds
of feasibility – the reason why I call it Ω (=“limit of feasability”) – whilst the number 618
(GS) seems to stand for optimal realizations, i.e. for perfection in nature.
If the most important so-called natural constants are now considered from this point of
view, amazing things become apparent:
All natural constants are rigid physical quantities which can be measured
experimentally and which describe those special key parameters found in science for the
existence of all matter in the physical universe as we know it. One of the declared aims of
dedicated scientists is, of course, to connect these numbers in a rational way, i.e. to develop a
common universal theory.
But, they have not yet succeeded in doing so. At first glance my ideas in this direction
also seem rather farfetched. Nonetheless, I believe this is a legitimate and also plausible
attempt to lend support to my hypothesis of combination which is consistently based on
simple mathematical logical considerations.
Each of these natural constants fluctuates only very slightly around the measured
value – at the very most by a few percentage points. Were they not as stable as they obviously
are – and that is undisputed among all scientists involved – then our universe could not exist,
nor could atoms or solid matter, nor could galaxies or planetary systems and planets, and, of
course, the existence of life would be impossible.
Now I will show that all the following very important natural constants can be
achieved by logically using the first four ordinal numbers that were necessary to create
something new in multiplicity, starting in singularity and the two most important results Ω
and GS that came up on the way due to geometrical relations.
1) A very important natural constant is the velocity of light c.
It is thanks to Albert Einstein that this is recognised as being the absolute limit for
speed in vacuum. Its measured value is 2.99792458 x 108 m/s, i.e. nearly 300,000 kilometres
per hour. In all probability the ordinal number 3 actually stands behind this measured value
and is thus the actual decisive, orientating "spiritual" value: In fact the first circle, the starting
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finite singularity in my intellectual game of being the creator, is clearly defined by at least 3
coordinates of its arc, generally by 3 points of (spiritual) information before manifesting as
(material) “drawing”.
The speed of light is a constant which also attains the "ideal" on which it is obviously
based as close as makes no difference, this being the decimal multiple of the ordinal number
3. This ideal renders it a constant. The divergence of the actual measured value from the
number 3 is a mere 0.069%.
Light is not created by the interaction of two bodies. It is rather related to the
expansion of space in the universe which is expressed by the product 3 x 10n. In contrast the
effects between interdependent spatial bodies are expressed by the reciprocal value of this
product.
Instead of 3 x 10n these are expressed by the reciprocal, i.e. the factor:
1 : (3 x 10n) or 1/3 x 10- n.
2) Gravitation is such a force. It is always in force between at least two (threedimensional) bodies.
It follows that we can form a product by multiplying the number 2 by the reciprocal
value mentioned above under 1), i.e.:
2 x (1/3 x 10-n) or 2/3 x 10-n which equals 6.6666... x 10-n.
After the velocity of light the most important constant in our universe is the
gravitation constant.
It has the value G = 6.67259 x 10-19 (Nm2/kg2) which shows a deviation of only
0.088% from its calculated value.
3) Planck's elementary quantum of action, also known as Planck's constant (h) is
similar. It expresses the constant measure of the smallest effect between two bodies in our
universe.
Again the same factor (1/3 x 10- n) must play a role since it is the reciprocal value of
the constant of spatial expansion and the velocity of light and stands for all effects working
inwards. Since it is a force between two bodies it must again be multiplied by 2 (i.e. 2/3 x 10n
).
In fact its measured value is h= 6.626075 . 10-34 (J/s). i
The deviation here is only 0.61%.
4) The two most important nuclear particles, the "proton" and the "electron" may be
considered as being polar to each other. The proton carries a positive and the electron a
negative charge. The hydrogen atom, which is by far the most important and most common
atom in the entire universe, contains only these two. And they are in fact two extreme
opposites – not only with regard to their opposing charges but also especially with regard to
the difference in their sizes. This is also expressed in the proportions of their masses to one
another. This is known as the mass quotient.
It is also a natural constant and amounts to 1,836.152701.
Is it not astonishing that the factor 2/3 x 10n (where n=1) which I mentioned above,
multiplied by the parameter for maximum expansion, the feasibility, i.e. 273, gives very
nearly the same result again?
It is: 2/3 x 101 x 273 = 1,820.9. Rounded up, the deviation is only 0.84%.
5) The elementary charge is also an important natural constant.
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It was certainly meant to be an optimal value. To demonstrate this, the (twodimensional) “mathematical construction plan” for our world, as I have defined it with my
“intellectual game” in the beginning, provides us with the "Golden Section" (GS), that is with
the number sequence 618 i.e. the ratio 1.618 to 1.
The actually measured value for the elementary charge is 1.60217733 . 10-19 (C) /ii.
The deviation amounts to a mere 0.99%.
6) And finally we arrive at the so-called fine structure constant , which determines
the limit for distances between each two smallest physical building blocks.
If its value were not 1 : 137.0359895 ( a bit!) then atoms could not combine to
molecules as they do. Instead of water, metal, stone and sand, for example, we would have
nothing but a hotchpotch of atoms.
Thus, it also seems to have something to do with the number sequence for the limits of
expansion, the feasibility Ω, which is the number 273. This again has something to do with
the force between 2 bodies so that, analogous to the other constants, the factor 2:273 must
logically be used.
After a simple reduction of this value we arrive at 1:136.5, which shows a mere 0.39%
deviation from the actual measured value.
7) In the strict sense the numbers 273 and 618 are not natural constants; nonetheless
they are the constants for perfection and the limit of feasibility and are often misjudged. In
some of my books I acknowledged their importance and I was the first to demonstrate their
derivation by very simple geometrical considerations. In several of my books I also
formulated the apt metaphor for the creation of spirit and matter out of an indescribable
divinity: via "i" at first "-1" is created and stands for the “spiritual world”, then "+1", standing
for the coming-up world of matter and finally (+1)2, standing for a true spatial fourdimensionality of a real existing infinite space, by simple squaring (see references below).
Modern scientists ascribed a real existence only to physical perceptions. If we regard
the world within these parameters a multitude of observations indicate that the number
sequence 273 always marks the limits while 618 always proves to be the value for perfection
and optimum.
Everything physical is subject to regular growth and disintegration which can be
described by Euler's number (e = 2.72…). This means there are two limits of physical
existence, one "upper" and one "lower" limit.
The number sequence 273 is derived from the geometrical ratio between the new
square and the initial circle (=1.273…), in my simple intellectual experiment concerning the
development of the world.
The Golden Section is thereby also created with 1.618…
Transcribed to my metaphor mentioned above it follows:
(1.273…)2 ≈ 1.618 and (1.618)2 ≈ e.
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Endnotes:
i
J = Joule is also a decimal unit for energy. It is 1J = 1Nm (Newtonmeter) =
2 2
10 kgm /s
ii
C = Coulomb = As = Ampère second, which is a decimal measure of the quantity of
electricity
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